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Laser-driven proton acceleration from ultrathin foils is investigated experimentally using F/3 and
F/1 focusing. Higher energies achieved with F/3 are shown via simulations to result from self-
focusing of the laser light in expanding foils that become relativistically transparent, enhancing the
intensity. The increase in proton energy is maximised for an optimum initial target thickness, and
thus expansion profile, with no enhancement occurring for targets that remain opaque, or with F/1
focusing to close to the laser wavelength. The effect is shown to depend on the drive laser pulse
duration.

Following the advent of chirped pulse amplification
[1], the interaction of relativistically intense laser light
(> 1018 Wcm−2 for a wavelength of ∼1 µm) with thin
foil targets has been investigated extensively, as a driver
for energetic ions [2, 3], bright X-rays [4, 5] and high
harmonics [6, 7]. Significant effort is focused on ion ac-
celeration due to the potential for application in areas
such as oncology [8, 9] and fusion [10].

The most widely investigated mechanism for acceler-
ating ions is target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA),
in which an electrostatic field of TVm−1 scale is formed
at the rear of a foil target by energetic electrons accel-
erated from the laser-irradiated front side [11]. If the
target expands to the extent that it becomes relativis-
tically transparent to the laser light [12–15], additional
electron heating occurs over the expanded plasma, en-
hancing the field and ion acceleration, in what is termed
the break-out afterburner (BOA) scheme [16, 17]. For
targets that remain opaque, the laser radiation pressure
drives charge separation fields, resulting in so-called ra-
diation pressure acceleration (RPA) [18, 19]. RPA is
predicted to produce ion beams with favourable spec-
tral, divergence and intensity-scaling properties [20, 21].
Hybrid schemes involving two or more mechanisms have
also been explored. Due to the laser temporal-intensity
profile, linearly polarised light of sufficiently high peak
intensity can drive both TNSA and RPA over the course
of the interaction, producing a moving dual-peaked elec-
tric field [22]. The onset of relativistic transparency can
further boost the dual-peaked field [23]. This occurs due
to additional heating [17] or the direct acceleration of
electrons to form a high energy jet, as the remainder of
the laser pulse propagates through the expanding target
[24–26]. Previously, we demonstrated that this hybrid
scheme can accelerate protons to near-100 MeV [23].

The maximum energy to which ions are accelerated
scales with the laser intensity, with a positive power law
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exponent that varies with the acceleration mechanism
and laser pulse parameters [3]. For fixed laser energy
and pulse duration, maximising the intensity by focusing
to a near-wavelength-sized focal spot does not, however,
necessarily result in higher energy ions. Recent stud-
ies, involving relatively thick foils, have shown that self-
generated magnetic fields [27] and unfavourable changes
to the temperature and divergence of the energetic elec-
tron population injected into the foil [28] can result in
lower energy TNSA ions compared to that expected from
intensity scaling laws.

In this Letter, we report on an investigation of the
influence of laser focusing on proton acceleration in the
ultrathin target regime, for which the highest energy ions
have been achieved to date. We compare the interaction
physics resulting from the use of F/3 and F/1 focusing
geometries - the latter achieved using a focusing plasma
optic [29–31]. Although F/1 focusing produces a smaller
nominal (in vacuum) laser focal spot size and thus higher
nominal peak intensity, more efficient proton acceleration
to higher energies is achieved with the F/3 geometry for
the case of relativistically transparent expanding ultra-
thin foils. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations reveal that in
the F/3 case, self-focusing [32] in the expanding plasma
produces a near-diffraction limited focal spot, resulting
in up to an order of magnitude higher focused intensity.
We also investigate the extent to which this intensity
enhancement is expected in the case of the short pulse,
ultrahigh intensity regime that will soon be accessible
using multi-petawatt lasers.

The experiment was performed using the Vulcan
petawatt laser at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
UK, to deliver pulses of p-polarized, 1054 nm wavelength
(λL) laser light, with duration (τL) equal to (0.9±0.1) ps
and energy equal to (220 ± 50) J (on-target). The light
was focused using a F/3 off-axis parabolic mirror, off a
planar plasma mirror (PPM) as illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
to a nominal spot size of φL=(4.5 ± 0.9) µm (FWHM).
The nominal (calculated) on-target intensity, IL, was
(3± 2)× 1020 Wcm−2 over the range of shots. Note that
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these conditions are very similar to those of our prior
work (using the same laser and targets) reported in Ref.
[23].

In the second configuration, the PPM was replaced by
an ellipsoidal focusing plasma mirror (FPM) to achieve
F/1 focusing, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This optic re-images
the F/3 focal spot with a demagnification of ×3, reduc-
ing φL to 1.5 µm (FWHM) and increasing the nominal
intensity by up to ×9, for the same plasma reflectivity
[30, 33]. Compared to the F/3 configuration, the en-
circled energy within focal spot FWHM was reduced by
between 25% and 30%. The encircled energy was de-
termined by measuring the laser focal spot distribution
at low laser power (to prevent damaging the objective
optic and CCD camera - alternative schemes for remov-
ing energy and re-imaging the focal spot at full power
were not feasible due to the rapid beam expansion with
the F/1 geometry). Example measurements are shown
in Fig. 1(c) and (d) for the F/3 and F/1 geometries,
respectively. The encircled energy value as measured at
low power for each PPM and FPM was corrected to ac-
count for any beam wavefront irregularity measured on
the corresponding full power shot on the same plasma
mirror. The reduction in encircled energy for the F/1
case arises due to the increased sensitivity to small shot-
to-shot variations in the laser pointing, which change the
energy balance between the focal spot and the lower-
intensity wings [30, 33]. Factoring this in, together with
the measured laser pulse parameters, the calculated in-
tensity using the FPM was (1.5±0.8)×1021 Wcm−2. The
measured temporal-intensity contrast ratio of the Vulcan
pulses was 10−10 at 500 ps and 10−5 at 10 ps prior to
the peak of the pulse. Both the PPM and FPM were
manufactured from the same material and had the same
anti-reflection coating, and both enhance the contrast by
approximately two orders of magnitude.

The targets were plastic foils, with thickness, `, varied
in the range 60 nm-1.5 µm, irradiated at (27 ± 3)◦ with
respect to target normal (same as in Ref. [23]). The
targets were positioned to a calibrated accuracy of 1.6
µm in the depth of focus, using a magnification micro-
scope imaging system with alignment reference laser of
the same central wavelength as the main laser. This de-
gree of alignment accuracy results in an uncertainty of
±10% in the on-target peak laser intensity. The spatial
and spectral dose distributions of the proton beam were
measured using stacked radiochromic film (RCF) [34], in-
terspersed with Mylar, iron and copper filters. The stack
was positioned 45 mm from the target and orientated
such that protons accelerated along both the target nor-
mal and laser axes were measured. The spectrum of light
back-reflected from the target (comprising harmonic light
generated and the laser light) was also measured.

To check for consistency with previous results on pro-
ton acceleration using the FPM set-up, the beam of pro-
tons produced from 6 µm-thick Al reference targets, for
which TNSA is the dominant acceleration mechanism
and the target remains opaque, was characterised. Max-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the plasma mirror configurations used
for (a) F/3 and (b) F/1 focusing, employing planar and el-
lipsoidal geometries, respectively. The spatially and energy
resolved dose distribution of the beam of protons acceler-
ated from the ultrathin target foil was characterised using
stacked radiochromic film (RCF). Example measured focal
spot spatial-energy distributions (at low power) for (c) F/3
and (d) F/1 focusing. The measured encircled energy within
the FWHM of each spot is stated.

imum proton energies of ∼50 MeV were measured with
F/1, compared to ∼30 MeV for the F/3 case, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The higher proton energy results from the
intensity enhancement due to tighter focusing, and is in
good agreement with results previously reported by our
group for the same target and FPM focusing set-up [30].

Having completed these reference measurements, a
scan of proton beam measurements as a function of thick-
ness was performed for the plastic targets. Figure 2(b)
presents example measured proton energy spectra, for
stated values of `, for both F/1 and F/3 focusing. The
vertical error bars are defined by the uncertainty in the
proton dose, Np, based on the RCF calibration. The
F/3 data are the same as presented in Ref. [23]. The
maximum proton energy, εmax, and laser-to-proton en-
ergy conversion efficiency, ηp, are shown as a function of
` in Fig. 2(a) and (c), respectively. Although the nomi-
nal intensity (without self-focusing) is higher in the F/1
case, with φL=1.5 µm, both εmax and ηp are higher for
F/3 focusing. The highest value of εmax was in the range
(94 − 101) MeV, measured for ` ∼100 nm and F/3 fo-
cusing. The highest values of εmax measured for the F/1
case was in the range (64 − 72) MeV, also for ` ∼100
nm. A similar factor reduction (∼40%) in ηp is observed
compared to the F/3 values.

The maximum velocity at which the laser bores into
the plasma (the laser hole-boring velocity, vhb) was also
determined, by measuring the relativistic Doppler shift
in the wavelength of the second harmonic light gener-
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ated at the critical density surface moving under the
effect of the laser radiation pressure [35]. The results
are presented in Fig. 2(d), where vhb is calculated from
the maximum wavelength where the signal remains dis-
tinguishable above the background level. Note that vhb
reduces rapidly in ultrathin foils as transparency occurs
earlier on the rising edge of the laser intensity profile.
vhb is generally higher for the F/3 case and in particular
for the ` = 50 − 200 nm range for which ηp and εmax are
maximised. As vhb scales with laser intensity [36], this
points to a higher laser intensity being achieved in the
case of F/3, in spite of the nominally larger focal spot
size and comparable laser energy and τL.

This counter-intuitive behaviour was investigated us-
ing the fully relativistic PIC code EPOCH [37] in 2D
and 3D. The 2D box was defined to be 130 µm × 70
µm, with 26000 × 5760 simulation cells, whilst in 3D the
box was set as 20 µm × 10 µm × 10 µm, with 1000 ×
720 × 720 simulation cells. The boundaries in both cases
were set as free space and the targets were initialised
as a uniform mixture of C6+ and H+ ions (representa-
tive of plastic foils). In the 2D case, the initial electron
density was equal to 420nc, where nc is the critical den-
sity for the fundamental laser frequency, i.e. the den-
sity below which the target becomes transparent to the
laser pulse, and the initial temperature was 10 keV. The
targets in the 3D case had the equivalent areal density
to the 2D 50 nm target, expanded to a Gaussian pro-
file along the laser axis with a FWHM equal to 0.5 µm,
for all focusing conditions, to reduce the spatial resolu-
tion required and thereby make the computation feasible.
This is justified because experimentally the target elec-
tron population expands very early in the interaction due
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FIG. 2. Experimental results. (a) Maximum proton energy
(εmax) as a function of target thickness, `. Unfilled symbols
correspond to 6 µm-thick Al reference targets. (b) Repre-
sentative proton energy spectra for given `, for F/1 and F/3
focusing. (c) Laser-to-proton energy conversion efficiency (ηp)
and (d) hole-boring velocity (vhb) normalised to the speed of
light in vacuum c, as a function of `.

to the finite temporal-intensity contrast of the laser pulse
[38, 39]. The laser pulse, defined as a Gaussian profile
both spatially and temporally, was focused and incident
at an angle of 30◦ to the target normal axis in both the
2D and 3D cases, to closely match the experiment. 2D
simulations were performed for τL=400 fs and τL=25 fs.
400 fs is shorter than in the experiment and is justified
due to the exaggerated ion expansion in a 2D simulation
as a result of the reduced degrees of freedom [23]. It is
also important to note here that the laser intensity scales
linearly with focal spot size due to the 2D nature of the
simulations, having only one longitudinal and one trans-
verse dimension. The 3D simulations were limited to the
25 fs case (due to computational restrictions), with the
energy fixed to give an intensity of 2.5×1022 Wcm−2 for
a spot size of 1.2 µm. In separate parameter scans, ` was
varied in the range 20 nm-1 µm and φL was varied from
1.5 µm to 10 µm, for otherwise fixed parameters. The
2D simulations were conducted for very similar parame-
ters to those employed in our prior work reported in Ref.
[23], except that in the present case the focal spot size,
and therefore on-target intensity, is varied.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show 2D intensity maps of the
laser pulse with an input focal spot size of 1.5 µm (F/1)
and 5 µm (F/3), respectively, at a fixed time in the in-
teraction with a `=75 nm CH target. The initial tar-
get position is marked by the dashed white line and the
nominal focusing cone and self-focusing cone are shown
as red and yellow lines, respectively. In Fig. 3(a), the
laser pulse focuses to an initial spot of 1.5 µm, with little
scope for additional, plasma-induced, focusing (φL being
close to the diffraction limit of ∼1.3 µm). By contrast,
in Fig. 3(b) the laser light is focused initially to φL=5
µm at the target surface and then undergoes additional
self-focusing within the expanding plasma, as it becomes
transparent. The final focal spot size, and instantaneous
intensity, is comparable to the φL=1.5 µm case.

The role of plasma-induced self-focusing was verified
by comparing the peak intensities achieved when propa-
gating laser pulses in vacuum and through a plasma pro-
duced by an expanding `=75 nm CH target, for φL rang-
ing from 1.5 to 10 µm, as shown in Fig. 3(c) (vacuum)
and Fig. 3(d) (plasma). With the exception of φL=10
µm, a similar peak intensity is achieved for all φL due to
self-focusing to near the diffraction limit. The final inten-
sity for the φL=10 µm case is also higher than in vacuum,
but φL is too large compared to the propagation length
in the plasma to achieve self-focusing to a value close to
λL. Moreover, because the nominal intensity (before self-
focusing) is reduced, the onset of transparency is delayed,
further reducing the influence of self-focusing. Thus an
upper limit for φL exists below which self-focusing can
drive the pulses to comparable intensities by achieving a
near-diffraction limited focal spot.

Figure 4(a) shows how εmax varies with φL in the sim-
ulation results for two example target thicknesses, `=75
nm and `=200 nm. Note that due to the reduced di-
mensionality of the simulations, the absolute values for
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FIG. 3. 2D PIC simulation results. (a) Spatial map of the
instantaneous laser intensity for F/1 focusing onto a `=75 nm
CH target. The red lines highlight the focusing cone of the
incident laser light. (b) Same, for the F/3 focusing case, with
the yellow lines highlighting the cone of the additional self-
focusing. (c) Temporal evolution of the peak focused 2D laser
intensity, for given φL between 1.5 µm and 10 µm, propagat-
ing in vacuum. (d) Same, for interaction with a `=75 nm CH
target expanded to the point at which the target becomes
relativistically transparent to the laser light. The peak 2D
intensity reaches a similar magnitude for all φL in the range
1.5-5 µm due to self-focusing. t = 0 ps is defined as the time
at which the peak of the incident laser pulse interacts with
the target.

εmax are higher than measured experimentally [23]. Ad-
ditional simulation results for a reduction of 30% in laser
energy are included for φL=1.5 µm and φL=2 µm. This
reduction in energy in the simulations is to correctly take
account of the reduction in encircled energy arising from
the potential alignment errors when using the FPM in the
experiment, as discussed above. For `=200 nm, εmax in-
creases relatively slowly with decreasing φL, and is high-
est for the smallest spot size. The target becomes trans-
parency very late in the interaction and thus self-focusing
is not evident. By contrast, the `=75 nm target becomes
relativistically transparent near the peak of the interac-
tion, enabling self-focusing and a resulting enhancement
in εmax for 3 < φL < 6 µm, beyond the overall trend
of εmax increasing with decreasing φL. Importantly, al-
though the highest εmax is still obtained for the smallest
φL when the laser energy is constant, this is not the case
when factoring in a reduction of 30% in encircled energy
for the tightest focus. The self-focusing induced for φL=5
µm produces the highest intensity and thus εmax.

By investigating the specific cases of φL=5 µm and
φL=1.5 µm, the differences in the interaction physics for
the F/3 and F/1 focusing in the experiment were ex-
plored as a function of `. The peak intensity in the
φL=1.5 µm case is lowered by 30% to account for the
reduction in encircled energy with the F/1 optic. Note
that the nominal (vacuum) intensity remains higher than
that of the F/3 case. The results are shown in Fig. 4(b).
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FIG. 4. PIC simulation results. (a) 2D PIC: εmax scaling with
φL for `=75 nm and `=200 nm. Open symbols are for a 30%
reduction in encircled energy. (b) 2D PIC: Maximum inten-
sity achieved as a function of ` for the nominal φL=1.5 µm
and φL=5 µm cases. Dotted lines indicate the peak nominal
intensity and the dashed lines represent the maximum inten-
sity achievable, corresponding to focusing to the diffraction
limit. (c) 2D PIC: εmax as a function of ` for both focusing
cases. (d) 2D and 3D PIC: Peak intensity as a function of φL

for τL=400 fs (blue) and τL=25 fs (red) in 2D simulations. 3D
PIC results for τL=25 fs are shown in green. The target is an
expanding `=100 nm foil in all cases. Dashed lines represent
the nominal (vacuum) maximum intensity. The intensities of
the 2D cases are scaled by the square of the enhancement over
the nominal (vacuum) intensity, to enable direct comparison
with the 3D results.

Compared to the nominal focus case, it can be seen that
the φL=1.5 µm simulations exhibit minimal enhance-
ment across the full range of `. The φL=5 µm results
show minimal intensity enhancement for ` ≥500 nm, due
to the target remaining opaque and the laser undergoing
minimal self-focusing. By contrast, for thinner targets
that expand to the point of relativistic transparency, the
laser pulse self-focuses as it propagates within the target
to produce significant intensity enhancement, approach-
ing the maximum achievable intensity at the diffraction
limit for `=100 nm, for which transparency occurs near
the peak of the interaction.

Figure 4(c) shows how εmax varies as a function of `
for both focusing cases. Importantly, consistent with the
experimental results, compared to F/3, the F/1 (φL=1.5
µm) case results in smaller εmax for the thinner targets
(` <400 nm). εmax is higher for F/1 focusing compared
to F/3 for relatively thick targets (` >400 nm), for which
there is limited self-focusing occurring and thus limited
intensity enhancement. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and in ref-
erence [30], our experimental results for thick foils (`=6
µm) exhibit higher εmax with F/1 compared to F/3 (50
MeV compared to 30 MeV), as expected due to the ab-
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sence of self-focusing in opaque targets. For the thickness
range up to 1.5 µm, as explored in Fig. 2, we do not ob-
serve a higher εmax for F/1, though the measured values
of εmax, ηp and vhb for both focusing conditions all tend
to converge with increasing thickness.

Finally, we consider whether plasma self-focusing and
intensity enhancement occurs in the case of shorter and
higher intensity pulses available at a number of upcoming
multi-petawatt laser facilities, as this could potentially be
used to further increase the intensity frontier. Figure 4(d)
compares 2D PIC results for peak intensity scaling as a
function of φL for [τL=25 fs; λL=0.8 µm] and [τL=400
fs; λL=1 µm]. `=100 nm for both cases. For the τL=400
fs case discussed above, intensity enhancement over the
nominal vacuum intensity is observed for all φL (except
the smallest spot), with an optimum φL ∼4 µm. In con-
trast, minimal enhancement is achieved for all φL for the
τL=25 fs case in 2D, indicating that self-focusing does
not play a significant role. 3D simulations are feasible in
the case of the shorter pulse and, as shown in Fig. 4(d),
some intensity enhancement over focusing in vacuum is
produced at all φL, including the smallest spot (φL=1.2
µm) because it is not at the diffraction limit (for λL=800
nm). However, in contrast to the longer pulse case, in
both the 2D and 3D simulations, the highest intensity is
achieved for the smallest nominal φL (i.e. initial tight fo-
cusing), indicating that self-focusing does not play a sig-
nificant role because the plasma does not expand to the
same degree over the duration of the shorter pulse. Pre-
expanding the target via the use of a controlled pre-pulse
may induce plasma self-focusing to enhance intensity and
this will be investigated in a future study.

It was shown previously that laser self-focusing and
filamentation in density gradients at the front side of

thick foils influence the properties of beams of TNSA
ions [40–42] and ion energy enhancement due to laser
self-focusing in a layer of near-critical density plasma at
the front side of an opaque foil has also been demon-
strated [43]. The present results reveal that self-focusing
also plays an important role in ion acceleration from ul-
trathin foils that become relativistically transparent dur-
ing the interaction. Thus the nominal spot size to which
the laser pulse is focused is important for the optimi-
sation of acceleration mechanisms employing expanding
ultrathin foil targets, such as the BOA, RPA and hybrid
TNSA-RPA schemes. Self-focusing is likely to have also
occurred in our study reported in Ref. [23], performed
under similar F/3 focusing conditions. That study fo-
cused on investigating the acceleration mechanism as a
function of target thickness and did not explore the role
of focal spot size. Our present results further reveal that
for the case of ultrahigh intensity contrast, short, multi-
petawatt laser pulses, limited self-focusing occurs due to
the limited extent of plasma expansion during the inter-
action.
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